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Oh, it's always two steps forward and one step back, 'cause it's never easy climbin' up the mountainside but we get closer to the goal all the time. O my sister, We get closer to the goal all the time.
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Keep on climbin', yes, keep on climbin', climbin'. Keep on climbin' up the mountain side.

Keep on climbin' up the mountain side, 'cause we get closer to the goal all the time, O my brother. We get closer to the goal all the time.
Oh sometimes others are with you and sometimes you're alone. Oh sometimes others are with you up the mountain side but we get closer to the goal all the time. O my sister. We get closer to the goal all the time.
Keep on climb'in', yes... Keep on climb'in', climb'in'. Keep on climb'in' up the mountain side.

Keep on climb'in' up the mountain

2nd up the mountain side... I said the mountain side...

Keep on climb'in up the mountain mountain mountain side, 'cause we get closer to the goal all the time, O my brother. We get closer to the goal all the time...
Voices: Unison melody

Oh, there is sometimes a pathway and sometimes there is none, and sometimes you make the pathway up the mountainside. Oh, there is mountainside.
Keep on climbin', yes... Keep on climbin' up the mountainside. For we get closer to the goal, closer to the goal, closer to the goal 'cause we're climbin', climbin', climbin'.